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Abstract: We are in era of digital world, as there is huge acceptance of social sites and applications so that there is 

massive availability of online review regarding products and various posts from that data we can able to understand users 

interest and preferences. Sentiment analysis is a term that help to understand human opinions or emotions towards any 

product, service or human. Sentiment analysis also known as opinion analysis. This is mainly used to improve quality of 

service provided to customers. This also helps in health domain where we can analyze human stress level based on posts 

on social sites. In this paper, we are going study concept of sentiment analysis with processing of natural language. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We are  in  21th century and  everything is  digitalized.  For  daily  activities  we use internet such as online 

transaction, online data transfer and online reviews etc. Everyday huge amount of data get generated and handling 

such huge amount of data is not an easy task. Meaning of data is very important to process data further.  

Use of social media is rising day by day for various purposes like online review, feedback and contents generated by 

users. Information sharing is important because it is mainly performed on internet. Use of internet is globally we can 

use it in product services, online services, review of product etc. 

Social media like twitter ,facebook, telegram ,instagram  are popular weapon to collect data. This type of data need 

to understand with accuracy for that we can use softwares.   User reviews totally based on quality of  product. By 

analyzing product review, product owner can able to improve the quality. 

Sentiment mining is process where understanding of written comments. Sentiments basically are three types good, 

better or best etc. Internet is  way of communication and in sentiment analysis it is very important. 

From dataset we only take textual data after that preprocessing is done. Preprocessing consist of various steps like 

tokenization, stemming, cleaning of data. Finally using classification algorithm we can classify word into three 

levels like positive, negative or neutral etc. For negative reviews there is scope of improvement in quality of 

products. 

                                                    
 

1.1 System Architecture 

With an statistics growth led by way of user-generated net content, the task of processing great portions of facts 

available on line is a powerful one past the capabilities of human processing. as an instance, movie vendors and 

lovers are increasingly interested in public sentiments concerning new films. 
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Commercial enterprise owners and clients are also greater eager to find out how human beings perceive new 

products. 

Sentiment analysis process, we can analyze sentiments from reviews, comments and post given by users. We can 

also called as opinion analysis. Sentiments are classified under basically three categories positive, negative and 

neutral. 

In above diagram of sentiment analysis system architecture is explained. First dataset is provided to sentiment 

analysis which contents various review data. 

The ultimate aim of sentiment analysis can be typically summarized as figuring out sentiment or opinion labels of 

given texts. depending   at  the  kinds of final label, troubles are commonly divided into sentiment class and 

emotion/subjectivity identification. even though, the 2 sub troubles percentage similar workflow in attaining their 

final desires. 

We summarize the tactics and evaluation chinese sentiment evaluation literatures on each of the way. particularly, 

sentiment sources like sentiment lexical and corpora provide the foundation of all duties.  

Because of the lack of chinese language and  sentiment assets, developing Chinese language sentiment assets is a 

department of related research. recommended by using the bad effect of area-dependency and in case you want to 

store human tough work, many works aim to broaden technique which could create bypass-place sentiment aid in a 

semi-supervised manner.       

With the sentiment aid, research direction bifurcates into system getting to know based totally and expertise 

primarily based strategies. 

The large availability of  opinions and postings in social media gives valuable remarks for companies to make 

higher informed choices in guidance their marketing techniques toward customers’ pastimes and choices. Sentiment 

evaluation is, consequently, crucial for identifying the majority’s opinion within the direction of a selected issue be 

counted, service or product. 

Traditionally, sentiment evaluation is finished on a single facts supply, as an instance,  product opinions or Tweets. 

but, the need to expand a greater unique, and additional complete end result has instructed the bypass towards 

appearing sentiment evaluation on a couple of facts assets.  

Sentiment analysis for multidomain is an important research area. Here we consider data from multiple domains that 

is main research area. Due to huge amount of data analysis from more than one domain need to be study. For this we 

can use various algorithms. 

To study data  sentiment analysis is very useful. Multiarea sentiment evolution is area of research. This research area 

is helpful in such demanding situation of big data analysis. Finding solution for sentiment analysis is carried out by 

researcher. For such purpose new insights and technologies  are required. 

In procedure of sentiment analysis, preprocessing is very important. For improvement in  opinion mining feature 

extraction plays an important role. 

Sentiment analysis in language is being commercially used to summarize reviews and consumer opinions. We aren't 

most effective capable of aggregate the critiques at scale, know-how additionally get that comments proper now at 

low price.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

For analyzing sentiments , we need to follow some methodology which consists of  five  steps.                               

Step 1 : Review Dataset 

For performing sentiment mining we need some data like users comments, reviews etc. 

Step 2 : Preprocessing 

1. Tokenize 

We divide sentence into words that is known as token and the process is called as tokenization. 

2. Stop Removal 

Now this tokens may contain meaningless words like the ,in,that,is etc this are known as stop  words.They are not 

useful for sentiment mining so need to remove them. 

Step 3 : Transformation 

For each token we assign either positive or negative value. 

Step 4: Classification 

For classification,we can use classification algorithm which provide accuracy.Suppose sentence is having more 

positive words then it is consider as positive comment else negative. 

Step 5 : Evaluation 

After understanding classification, if comment is negative then we can more focus on providing better service to 

change the comment. 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For analyzing data from students opinion it  is very important to use pre-processing on text data then sentiment 

analysis with natural language processing. 

Han Liau, Pete Burnapp, Wapha Alorainy, and Matthew L. Williams[1], this paper shows the concept of text 

processing. it uses various techniques to process the sentence.it converts sentence into word for further 

processing.But this techniques are not enough to produce correct output. 

Rung-Chiang Chen and Hendry [2], this paper shows the concept of sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is done 

using natural language processing where machine learning algorithm is used for classification.This paper do not 

work on multiple sources. 

Dong Deng , Liaping Jing , Jian Yu, and Shaolong Sun[3], this paper uses lexicon techniques. It classifies sentiment 

using rule based technique. This techniques do not applicable for multidomain word analyss. 

Muhammud Afzhal, Muhammad Usman, Alvis Fong[4], this paper shows various sentiment analysis application 

like tourism application, product review and social site review.this paper uses  classification algorithm like svm. this 

algorithm does not produce appropriate output for ambiguity. 

Rossitiza Setichi  and Oboakhai K. Assikhia[5], this paper shows the concept of schema, sentiments and semantics. 

With comparison of various techniques. 

Linliin You, Bige Tunc and Hexua Xing[6], this paper shows sentiment analysis on data from multiple 

sources.Multiple  sources consist of various social sites like facebook,whatsup and twitter etc. 

 

IV. RESULT 

Comparison in Accuracy of  Classification Methods 

Sr. No. Sentiment Mining Classification Method for  

Users Comments 

Accuracy ( in %) 

1 SVM 85% 

2 Dictionary Based 75% 

3 CO-Training SVM 90% 

4 Ensemble Learning 70% 

In above  result analysis table , various classification methods accuracy is discussed. This classification methods 

used to perform sentiment mining of users comments. Accuracy is in terms of percentage .Co-Training SVM gives 

highest accuracy that is 90% among all other methods. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have studied concept  of sentiment analysis to overcome drawbacks raised due to bad reviews. Our aim to 

analyze  comments ,posts or reviews given by user. Basically we classify text into positive ,negative or neutral. 

Natural language processing is basically used for text processing. For classifying text we use various algorithms like 

svm, naïve bayes etc. Aim behind using sentiment analysis to  understand emotions of users and help them to 

overcome the stress level. 
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